Quantum mechanics allows coherent superposition between different states of matter. This quality is responsible for major non-classical phenomena that occur in quantum systems. Beyond states, coherent superpositions are also possible between quantum evolutions. We characterize such superpositions here. A resource theoretic framework is developed to quantify superposition present in an arbitrary quantum evolution. In addition to characterization, the framework considers superposition as a quantum resource. This resource can be exploited to perform certain quantum tasks that are otherwise impossible. We identify maximally resourceful evolutions and demonstrate how these could enable one to implement arbitrary quantum operations and super-operations. We also discuss the roles of superposition to exhibit non-classical behaviors present in evolutions, for example, a-causality, temporal Bell correlations, and indefinite temporal and causal orders.
Quantum mechanics allows coherent superposition between different states of matter. This quality is responsible for major non-classical phenomena that occur in quantum systems. Beyond states, coherent superpositions are also possible between quantum evolutions. We characterize such superpositions here. A resource theoretic framework is developed to quantify superposition present in an arbitrary quantum evolution. In addition to characterization, the framework considers superposition as a quantum resource. This resource can be exploited to perform certain quantum tasks that are otherwise impossible. We identify maximally resourceful evolutions and demonstrate how these could enable one to implement arbitrary quantum operations and super-operations. We also discuss the roles of superposition to exhibit non-classical behaviors present in evolutions, for example, a-causality, temporal Bell correlations, and indefinite temporal and causal orders.
I. INTRODUCTION
Possibility of coherent superpositions between different states of matter plays a central role in quantum mechanics. Much of the bizarre, non-classical features present in the quantum world can be attributed to quantum superpositions, for example wave-particle duality [1] , quantum randomness and uncertainty associated with measurement [2, 3] , exotic quantum phases of matter [4, 5] , nontrivial correlations between quantum objects such as quantum nonlocality [6, 7] , contextuality [8] and entanglement [9] , to mention a few. A systematic understanding of superposition and its role in various quantum phenomena are therefore essential not only to decode fundamentals of quantum physics but also for their applications in quantum technologies.
Though it is as old as quantum mechanics, quantitative understanding of coherent superposition between quantum states has been done only recently [10] [11] [12] [13] , in terms of resource theory -an operational framework developed to characterize useful resources in quantum information theory. This information theoretic approach towards superposition brings alternative views and understanding towards a wide range of phenomena and applications, for examples wave-particle duality [14, 15] , roles in creating entanglement [16, 17] and quantum correlations [18] , speed of quantum evolution and metrology [19] , symmetries [20] , quantum thermodynamics [21, 22] , and certain information theoretic tasks [23] [24] [25] , etc.
Analogous to correlations, like non-locality and entanglement, between space-like separated quantum objects, there also exists nontrivial correlations between two time-like separated quantum events. Even though each event respects certain local causal orders, their joint quantum events may not possess a definite causal order [26] [27] [28] [29] . There are also nontrivial correlations between different temporal directions of quantum operations, which leads to indefinite temporal order [30, 31] . These nontrivial correlations between quantum events are shown to have important implications in understanding quantum theory of gravity [32] , and many quantum * mnbera@gmail.com information and computation tasks [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Like in quantum states, these nontrivial phenomena can be attributed to certain types coherent superpositions between quantum evolutions too. The superposition in quantum evolutions, for the first time, has been noted in [38] . There, it has been shown that a time evolution of a quantum state can be composed by superposing two different evolutions. Later, information theoretic aspects of quantum evolutions has been explored in [39] . However a systematic characterization of such superpositions is still pending.
There are two kinds of physical processes that a quantum object goes through, which are discussed in Appendix A. The first kind is quantum operations [40] that act on quantum states and transform initial states to final ones. These operations are mathematically expressed by completely positive trace preserving maps, or more generally, completely positive trace non-increasing maps. The second kind is quantum super-operations [41] , which operate on initial quantum operations and transform them to the final ones. Both of these processes can be implemented deterministically and probabilistically (or selectively), by means of quantum circuits (see Figs. 1 and 2) .
In this work we systematically characterize superpositions between quantum evolutions and, to do so, we introduce a resource theoretic framework. Indeed, superposition is a basis dependent quality. An evolution, that is in coherent superposition of certain evolution bases, can be made completely superposition-free by suitably choosing a new set of evolution bases. In many situations, these choices of evolution bases appear very naturally and often depend on underlying physical constraints. In case of quantum state, these can be constrained by system Hamiltonians or reference frames. While for quantum evolutions, these may depend on the availability of implementable quantum gates or operations in quantum circuits, or accessible driving Hamiltonians. Once a set of evolution bases is fixed, the superposition-free operations (SFOs) and superposition-free super-operations (SFSOs) are characterized. Then we introduce measures to quantify superposition present in an evolution. The superpositions can be used as a resource to perform certain tasks, which are otherwise impossible by means of SFOs and SFSOs. To demonstrate that we identify maximally superposed evolutions possessing arXiv:1809.02578v1 [quant-ph] 7 Sep 2018 maximum resource, and show how these operations can be used to deterministically implement arbitrary quantum operations and super-operations. In multi-party evolutions, nonlocal superposition across the parties and their possible quantification are presented. We briefly discuss the role of local and non-local superpositions in context of a-causality, temporal Bell correlation, and indefinite temporal and causal orders.
There are certain differences between superposition between evolutions and superposition between states. An arbitrary superposition in operation bases may not lead to a valid resultant evolution, unlike in quantum states. For example 1 2 [I + σ x + σ y + σ z ] is not a valid (complete) operation, although each basis (Pauli matrix) leads to unitary evolution! Therefore, there have to be restrictions, either on the coefficients or on the reference bases, or even on both. We also remark that an arbitrary superposition of unrestricted unitaries could be made to give rise to another unitary if we let the system to weakly interact with an ancilla and then go through a post-selection [38] . Apart from this seemingly different feature, the superpositions in evolutions share several interesting common properties with superposition in states -for example, it can be collapsed or projected. In Appendices C and D, we discuss on creation of superposition between evolutions and collapse of evolution to a chosen one, respectively.
Throughout this work, we stick to finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. In general, quantum operations (or superoperations) could transform quantum states with different Hilbert space dimensions. However, we assume either equal input and output Hilbert spaces, or consider the one with larger dimension.
II. QUANTIFYING SUPERPOSITION
We first start by defining a set of mutually orthogonal bases that would be considered as the reference bases for evolutions. Any evolution or operation composed of a pure and probabilistic mixture of this set of reference bases is defined to be superposition-free quantum operations (SFOs). In the same spirit, a quantum super-operation (see Appendix A) that transforms an arbitrary superposition-free operation to another superposition-free operation is classified as the superpositionfree super-operations (SFSOs). An operation that is not an SFO involves superposition between the reference bases, by definition.
Reference bases of quantum operations -For a d dimensional Hilbert space, there exists a set of d 2 mutually orthonormal Hilbert-Schmidt operators {F i }, which can be exploited as bases for arbitrary quantum operations. The orthonormality means that Hilbert-Schmidt norm satisfy Tr F † i F j = dδ i j . Note that there exists arbitrarily large number of basis sets, which are inter-related through unitary. For example, a set of d 2 mutually orthonormal non-unitary bases is given by { √ d|k l|}, where k|l = δ kl and k, l = 0, . . . , d − 1. One may also we consider d 2 mutually orthonormal unitaries {U i } as the reference bases. In a qubit Hilbert space (d = 2), one can Figure 1 . A quantum operation on a quantum state η S , say Φ, is expressed using operator-sum-representation [40] , as
where the E m s are known as operation elements (also Kraus operators) and satisfy the condition m E † m E m I. It can be implemented using quantum circuit, as depicted above, by (i) attaching system η S with an ancilla in a state |0 0| A , (ii) applying a global unitary U S A on the joint system, then (iii) projecting or tracing out ancilla, such that 
where |ψ i := [I ⊗ F i ]|ψ , and |ψ = 1 √ d d k |kk is a maximally entangled state shared between input and output Hilbert spaces, each with dimension d. Here |kk = |k I ⊗ |k O and {|k I/O } ∈ H I/O are some mutually orthonormal state vectors, and I is the identity operation. The C F i is also known as the Choi matrix corresponds to the operation basis F i . The condition Tr F † i F j = dδ i j implies ψ i |ψ j = δ i j . We denote |ψ i as the Choi state corresponds to the basis operation F i . Clearly, choosing {F i } as the reference basis for quantum operation becomes equivalent to choosing {|ψ i } as reference basis states at the level of Choi matrix.
Superposition-free quantum operation -A general quantum operation can be expressed in terms of operator-sumrepresentation [40] (see Fig. 1 ). Now, for a given d 2 reference bases {F i } acting on a d-dimensional Hilbert space, a quantum operation Λ F is defined to be superposition-free if there exists an operation-sum-representation, with the operation elements {L m }, such that
where i = 0 . . . d 2 − 1 and m L † m L m I. Therefore the action of Λ F on an arbitrary quantum state η becomes
where 1 p i 0 and i p i 1. Clearly, a superpositionfree operation is a probabilistic mixture of the reference operations where the operation elements are chosen from the set {F i }. The fulfillment of the condition m L † m L m = I (and i p i = 1) implies deterministic implementation of the operation Λ F . Any probabilistic or selective implementation will lead to m L † m L m < I (and i p i < 1). The superposition-free quantum evolutions form a convex set, i.e. Λ F ∈ F , since any probabilistic mixture of superposition-free quantum evolutions is also a superposition-free quantum evolution.
These operations can also be understood in terms of Choi matrices. Any evolution Λ F ∈ F is superposition free iff it's corresponding Choi matrix is diagonal in reference Choistates {|ψ i }, i.e.,
with 1 p i 0 and i p i 1. The quantum operation Λ F is completely positive and trace preserving if and only if
The Choi matrices C Λ F , corresponds to Λ F ∈ F , also form a convex set and we denote it as F C , i.e., C Λ F ∈ F C .
Superposition-free quantum super-operations -Similar to quantum states, a quantum operation can be transformed to result in a new quantum operation. These transformations are known as quantum super-operations [41] (see Fig. 2 and Appendix A). A super-operation is defined to be superpositionfree, in reference to the set of bases {F i }, if it transforms an arbitrary superposition-free operation to another superpositionfree operation. In other words, a super-operationΩ F is superposition-free, if
Operationally these super-operations transform a probabilistic mixture of basis operations to another probabilistic mixture of basis operations, where the bases are only chosen from reference set {F i }, as in Eq. (3). These super-operations can be restricted further in the sense that, if they are applied selectively (i.e. exploiting probabilistic super-operations), they should still transform an arbitrary superposition-free operation to another superposition-free one. Though it is mathematically tedious to represent, we can easily express these super-operations in terms of Choi matrices (see Appendix A). Then theΩ F can equivalently be expressed with Ω F , which has an operator-sum-representation. It relates input C Φ F and output C Λ F Choi matrices (see Eq. A7), correspond to input Figure 2 . A quantum super-operation [41] can be implemented using quantum isometry operations [46] in a quantum circuit. A super-operationΩ, that transforms an initial Φ to a final Λ quantum operation, is designed as
where U and V are the isometries applied before and after the operation Φ. At the end of the circuit, the ancillary system B is either measured (using projective measurements), where each outcome results in a probabilistic (or selective) super-operation, or simply discarded (traced out), thereby realizing a deterministic super-operation.
Φ F and output Λ F operations, respectively. The Eq. (5) can be recast as
where S F n are the super-operation elements acting on the input Choi matrix C Φ F to give rise to the output Choi matrix C Λ F . For a deterministic super-operation, we have n S F † n S F n = I. Furthermore, every deterministic super-operation guarantees that
In this representation, we can also express probabilistic superoperation that includes selective or incomplete implementation of the super-operations, where n S F † n S F n < I. This also implies that
The resultant selective super-operationΩ F n can then be derived from the Choi matrix C Λ F n . Now to assure Ω F (alsoΩ F ) to be an SFSO, we impose the stricter condition, that is, for all n,
This means every super-operation element is constrained to give rise to a transformation corresponds to a probabilistic mixture of reference bases operations. Evidently, this condition for SFSOs is much stronger than that of Eq. (5), as the former guarantees the latter but the converse is not necessarily true. In this work, we shall adhere to this stricter condition, given in Eq. (7) . The SFSOs,Ω F (and Ω F ), form a convex set and we denote it as O (and O C ). In Choi matrix based representation, the structure of SFOs and SFSOs are similar to incoherent states and incoherent operations (superposition-free states and superposition-free operations) in the resource theory of quantum coherence [11] (superposition [12] ). Except the fact that there are certain restrictions on the superposition coefficients in case of opera-tions. However, the characterization and quantification of superposition as a resource, and their role in general transformations of operation and super-operations can be followed from [11, 12, 23, 47] .
Measure of superposition between quantum evolutions -We now introduce a class of functionals M that maps quantum operation to a non-negative real number and satisfy some desirable properties to be a reliable quantifier of superposition. We demand the following criteria. (c1) M(Λ F ) = 0, ∀Λ F ∈ F , i.e., the measure should give zero for all superposition-free quantum operations. One could consider a stronger condition that is
However, this cannot capture the monotonic property for selective or probabilistic SFSOs. To incorporate such cases, a stronger condition is necessary; (c2b) M monotonically decreases under selective or probabilistic SFSOs on average, i.e., M(Φ) n q n M(Φ n ). Here Φ n are the operations as the results of selective SFSOs, which are implemented with the probabilities q n . (c3) M is non-increasing under mixing of quantum operations. This is also known as convexity condition, i.e., n r n M(Φ n ) M n r n Φ n , for any set of quantum operations {Φ n } with 1 r n 0 and n r n = 1.
A measure that fulfills conditions (c2b) and (c3), satisfies (c2a) [11] . Now we move on to propose some functionals that are potential measures for superpositions. Quality of any such measure, in fact, boils down to its capability to discriminate arbitrary quantum operation from the superposition-free ones. In general, discriminating quantum operations are complex compare to quantum states, and one of the most useful approach is to exploit distance based measures. Any distance D(Φ, Λ) that could discriminate between quantum operations Φ and Λ, in a meaningful sense, should satisfy certain physically motivated criteria [48] . (d1) Metric: This requires three important properties, (d1a)
where identity operation I is applied on an additional quantum system. This physically means that an unrelated additional quantum system does not affect the value of D. (d3) Unitary invariance:
. Physically it means that, for a process composed of many smaller processes, the combined distance is smaller than the sum of distances of the small processes. An important property like contractivity, i.e.,
where Σ is any quantum operation, can be followed from (d1) and (d4).
Easy to calculate distances, that fulfill all these criteria, are often based on Choi matrices. For two quantum operations, Φ and Λ, with corresponding Choi matrices C Φ and C Λ respectively, they are defined as D C (Φ, Λ) = D(C Φ , C Λ ). A class of distance based measures of superposition are then given by
which represents the minimal distance of Φ to the set of superposition-free operations F . We propose two such measures, below.
(1) The relative entropy of superposition
where the relative entropy is defined as S (ρ σ) = Tr (ρ ln ρ − ρ ln σ). Note that relative entropy respects all the qualities to be a good distance measure except symmetric condition (d1b). However, it has operational meaning from the perspective of information theory. It can be shown that the superposition-free operation for which the minimum in Eq.
where
One could also introduce other measures, similar to the ones used for the quantification of coherence and superposition in quantum states [13] , based on rank [12] , trace-distance [49] , robustness [50] , max-entropy [51] etc, which we shall not consider here.
Maximally-superposed operations -We have indicated that the presence of superposition in quantum evolutions is a resource when we are restricted to set of superposition-free operations and super-operations. In order to understand that, we first identify operations with the maximal resource, acting on d-dimensional Hilbert space H d . For a d 2 reference bases {F i }, the maximal resource operations are the (pure) unitary operations, σ → η = U max σU † max , and these are given by
where the complex coefficients | f i | = 1, ∀i. In terms of Choi states, it becomes |ψ max = 1 d i f i |ψ i . These are also called the maximally superposed operations. The resource measures achieve maximum value for these operations. For example, in qubit (d = 2) Hilbert space and given the reference bases I ∪ {σ x , σ y , σ z }, a maximally superposed quantum operation is U max = e iφ 2 I + i(σ x + σ y + σ z ) . These operations have the maximum resource in the sense that, by means of superposition-free super-operations, any quantum operation Φ acting on H d can be deterministically generated from them, i.e.,
where the arbitrary operation is Φ(ρ) = m E m ρE † m with the operation elements E m = i c mi F i . Also, these maximally superposed operations, when consumed, allow one to deterministically implement arbitrary quantum super-operations, i.e.
whereΩ F is a superposition-free super-operation andΩ is an arbitrary super-operation. Explicit constructions of these processes are outlined in Appendices F and G.
III. DISCUSSION
Superposition plays pivotal roles in quantum mechanics. In the level of states, it is necessary for a system to exhibit "quantum" features. Quantum mechanics also allows superpositions between quantum evolutions. In this work, we have studied such superposition in the framework of resource theory. This allows us not only to quantify superposition but also enables us to identify maximally superposed evolutions and show how these evolutions can be exploited as resource performing certain quantum tasks which are otherwise impossible.
There are several similarities and dissimilarities between the superpositions of states and evolutions. For example, both exhibit "wave"-like behavior, in the sense that they can be selectively collapsed to a particular state or evolution. On the other hand, while an arbitrary superposition among quantum states could represent another state, this is not true for evolutions. Therefore, superpositions between evolutions are more restrictive, compared to states. Another important difference at the level of bases is that, while non-orthogonal quantum states are not perfectly distinguishable, non-orthogonal unitaries can be made perfectly distinguishable if one has access to finite copies [52] . Orthonormality, in the sense of Hilbert-Schmidt norm, only guarantees that each reference evolution basis can be perfectly distinguished from others, at one-copy level. Information, as like in states, can be stored in operations too. However, information compression in operations are very different compared to the states and final operation with compressed information cannot be expressed in a separable form [39] . Therefore performing important information theoretic tasks such as distillation, dilution, formation of superposition of operations etc, will be different from its quantum state analogs. These are interesting problems and are left open for future work.
Evolutions that are applied to multi-party systems may have superpositions coming out of two different origins. These are local and non-local superpositions. The local ones are those that exclusively depend on the local bases and can be made vanishing by suitably choosing the local evolution bases. On the other hand, the non-local superposition cannot be made vanishing for any choice of local evolution bases. Superposition, in particular its non-local part, plays the most important role to exhibit non-trivial correlations in space-like separated quantum states. It is thus expected that superposition between evolutions would be instrumental to manifest non-trivial quantum phenomena between time-like separated quantum events, e.g. quantum a-causality, indefinite temporal and causal orders, and temporal Bell correlations. With this goal, we have studied the non-local superposition in an arbitrary bipartite quantum evolution in Appendix H. The non-local superposition of an operation is closely connected to the quantum correlation generated when the operations is applied to a bipartite quantum state. Note, all the quantum properties of evolutions are not yet understood in fullest scales. Although, there are few proposals for experimentally realizable quantum operations that are able to exhibit these quantum behaviors. We have considered these operations in Appendix I and explored the roles of non-local superpositions. We have shown that indeed superposition between evolutions is a necessary to have indefinite temporal order, and also the non-local superpositions are necessary ingredient for an operation to exhibit temporal Bell correlation and indefinite causal order. Interestingly, an operation does not require superposition to exhibit a-causal behavior. Note, these conclusions, on the roles of superposition between evolution in manifestations of non-trivial quantumness, are far from complete. However, the systematic understanding of superpositions presented here, in a framework of resource theory, may enable us to study these quantum phenomena from an alternative approach. Quantum operations -Quantum operations describe all possible physical processes a quantum system may go through [40] , including unitary evolutions, quantum measurements, decoherences, and noise. A general quantum operation Φ may be expressed in operator-sum representation (also known as Kraus representation) relating input σ and output η states,
where the E m s are known as operation elements (also known as Kraus operators) and satisfy the condition m E † m E m I. The effect of the process is completely described by the operation elements {E m }. A trace-preserving operation that preserves trace of input and output states, fulfills m E † m E m = I. This physically means that the process described by Φ does not include post-selection and such an operation is traditionally called as completely positive trace preserving (CPTP) operation [40] . This also represents the situation where one does A drawback of operator-sum representation of a quantum operation is that it is not unique, in the sense that there are many sets of operation elements to give rise to the same operation [40] . Therefore comparison between quantum operations become difficult. To alleviate such a problem, one may fix a set of bases {F i } in the space of operators that are mutually orthonormal under Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, i.e., Tr F † i F j = dδ i j . These orthonormal bases can be used to expand the operation elements as E m = i a mi F i , where A = {a mi } is a unitary matrix [40] . Now the operation is recast as
where (ξ Φ ) i j ≡ m a im a m j are the elements of the process matrix ξ Φ . Clearly, once the set of orthonormal operator bases is fixed, the process matrix becomes unique to the process, i.e., only on Φ and not on the choice of E m , and completely describes the quantum operations [48] . For non-trace-preserving quantum operations ( m E † m E m < I) the process matrix be-
Another, closely related, but more abstract representation of a quantum operation can be given in terms of Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism [44, 45] , which related inputoutput Hilbert spaces for an arbitrary quantum operation. Considering input and output Hilbert spaces H I and H O , where a quantum operation Φ is applied on a state in H I to produce an output state in H O , the operation is fully characterized by a matrix in H I ⊗ H O , given by
where |ψ = 1 √ d d k |kk is a maximally entangled state in ddimensional system Hilbert space with another copy of itself.
Here |kk = |k I ⊗ |k O and {|k I/O } ∈ H I/O are some orthonormal basis set, and I is the identity operation. The C Φ is also known as the Choi matrix corresponds to the operation Φ, and their one-to-one correspondence is given by
The quantum operation Φ is completely positive and trace preserving if and only if
respectively. This isomorphism guarantees an equivalence between Φ and C Φ , and therefore it enables us to treat quantum operations with the tools that are ordinarily used to treat quantum states. For any completely positive but trace nonpreserving operation one has m E † m E m < I, which includes probabilistic, partial or selective implementation of an operation, will have Tr O [C Φ ] < I d . The process matrix ξ Φ and the Choi matrix C Φ are closely related to each other [48] . However, it is mathematically convenient to use Choi matrix C Φ , which is considered in this work.
Quantum super-operations -While quantum operations describe quantum processes that may occur to a quantum system, there are also quantum super-operation that transforms one (input) quantum operation to another (output) quantum operation [41] . Quantum super-operation, in fact, constitutes the most general kind of transformations between elementary quantum objects. A general quantum super-operationΩ relates input Φ and output Λ quantum operations as
Deterministic super-operations transform a CPTP operations to another CPTP operations. Conversely, a probabilistic super-operation could transform a CPTP operation into a trace-non-increasing operation, which is due to a postselection during the super-operation, like in operations. Physically an arbitrary quantum super-operation can be implemented with the help of quantum circuits [41] . However mathematical representation of the same is cumbersome, in caparison to quantum operations. One way to circumvent this difficulty is the use of Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism, by which a quantum operation can be equivalently expressed in terms of quantum state (Choi matrix). Then a super-operation, which induces transformations between quantum operations, can be understood as a "quantum operation" that relates input and output Choi matrices, with an associated operator-sum-representation. For a super-operation,Ω relating input Φ and output Λ operations, we may write
where C Λ and C Φ are the Choi matrices correspond to quantum operations Λ and Φ respectively, and S n s are the superoperation elements of Ω on the level of Choi matrix. The operation Ω has a one-to-one correspondence with the super-operationΩ [41] . A deterministic super-operationΩ means that Ω is not only a CPTP operation, i.e., n S † n S n = I, but also has to satisfy
In contrast, a probabilistic super-operationΩ means a trace-non-increasing operation Ω with n S † n S n < I, where some post-selections are done. Any selective implementation of super-operation element S n leads to a partial operation Ω n (C Φ ) = S n C Φ S † n that corresponds to an implementation of an operationΩ n with respect to the Choi matrix C Λn = S n C Φ S † n /q n with probability q n = Tr (S n C Φ S † n ). Note C Λ = n q n C Λn . In general, the reduction of operation elements S n at the level of quantum super-operations can be done and there exist quantum circuits to implement both deterministic and probabilistic super-operations [41] .
Appendix B: Reference bases
There are infinitely many ways one can choose the reference bases, which are mutually orthonormal in the sense of Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and all of these bases are interrelated through unitaries. For simplicity, we shall consider two choices of reference bases. One is a set of non-unitary bases and another one is a set of unitary bases. We also provide the unitary operation that inter-converts these two sets of bases.
Non-unitary bases -There could be many choices of nonunitary orthonormal bases. For example, we may have d 2 mutually orthonormal bases, for i, j = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1,
where Tr R i j R † mn = dδ im δ jn , ∀i, j, m, n. For qubit (d = 2) Hilbert space, the set of reference bases becomes { √ 2|0 0|,
Unitary bases -There are also many choices of sets of unitary bases. One of the constructions of orthonormal unitary bases for arbitrary finite dimensional Hilbert spaces goes back to the works by Schwinger [42] . For a d-dimensional case, a set of orthonormal bases are {U mn }, where subscripts take the values m, n = 0, . . . , d − 1. Then
where U 0 is a unitary and {S mn } are d 2 orthonormal traceless unitary operators. The unitaries are constructed as [39, 42] S mn = Z m X n ,
where the operators
satisfying Z d = X d = I and ZX = ξXZ with ξ = exp(2iπ/d). Note, the Z and X represents the generalized phase-flip and bit-flip operators respectively. For d = 2, we immediately recover that Z = σ z , X = σ x and consequently the set of orthonormal bases become S 00 = I, S 01 = σ x , S 10 = σ z and S 11 = iσ y .
These two sets of reference bases are inter-convertible through unitary operations. The set of non-unitary basis (in Eq. (B1)) is related to the set of unitary bases (in Eq. (B3)) as
where a l j = 1 √ d e − 2πi d l j , and A = {a l j } is a unitary operator. Similarly, the set of unitary bases (in Eq. (B3)) is related to the set of non-unitary bases (in Eq. (B1)) as
for m, n = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1, where b kn = 1 √ d e 2πi d kn and B = {b kn } is a unitary operator.
Appendix C: Creating superposition between evolutions
Here we outline a protocol to create superposition between evolutions. Note, there may be many different ways to create such superpositions. One simple approach is the use of quantum switches. Consider a quantum system S in a state |ψ S , on which two unitaries U 1 and U 2 are applied. These two unitaries can be the results of time evolution driven by two Hamiltonians H 1 and H 2 , i.e.,
where t is time of evolution. There is also a two-level quantum switch C, which controls the unitary to be applied on the system. Say, if the switch is in |1 the U 1 is applied and similarly, U 2 is applied on the system if the switch is in state |2 . Therefore the overall operation that is applied on the joint C-S system becomes
Clearly, for a joint system |1 1| ⊗ |ψ S ψ S |, the unitary in Eq. (C1) results in an implementation of U 1 on system S ,
Similarly, for |2 2| ⊗ |ψ S ψ S |, it results in U 2 |ψ S ψ S |U † 2 on the system S . Now consider the quantum switch is in a state |ψ C , which is in superposition between |1 and |2 , |ψ C = c 1 |1 + c 2 |2 . Then the joint unitary on the joint C-S state gives rise to
Again if the switch is projected in |1 1| (and |2 2|) , the resultant unitary applied on the system would be U 1 (and U 2 ). Instead, if the switch is projected in a state which has superposition between |1 and |2 , the resultant operation on the system would have a superposition between evolutions U 1 and U 2 . For example, if the switch is projected in the state |+ = 1 √ 2 (|1 + |2 ) (with the projector |+ +|), then
So, up to a normalization constant, the projection leads to a superposition between evolutions driven by U 1 and U 2 . Note, the protocol to create superposition can be extended to arbitrary evolutions and there the unitaries are replaced by general CPTP maps, Λ 1 and Λ 2 .
Appendix D: Collapsing evolution
Here we shall consider quantum super-operations that collapse a superposed quantum evolution to one, selected evolution. This can be understood in analogy with collapse of a quantum state to a selected one using projective measurement.
We have mentioned earlier that there are certain differences between superposition between evolutions and superposition between states. An arbitrary superposition in operation bases may not lead to a valid (i.e. physical) evolution, unlike in quantum states. For example 1 2 
is not a valid (complete) operation, although each basis (Pauli matrix) leads to unitary evolution! Therefore, there has to have restrictions, either on the coefficients or on the reference bases, or even on both. Apart from this seemingly different feature, the superpositions in evolutions share a very interesting common property with superposition in states -it can be collapsed or projected.
For simplicity, we give examples of unitary evolutions and choose sets of orthonormal unitary bases as reference bases. Extension to arbitrary evolution and arbitrary reference bases can be done easily. Consider an arbitrary (pure) unitary operation V on an arbitrary quantum state η in a d-dimensional Hilbert space, as η → VηV † . The unitary operator V can be decomposed in terms of the orthonormal unitary bases {U i }, as
where amplitude
The parameters c i s can also be derived from the Choi matrix corresponds to V, which satisfies Tr O (C V ) = Tr I (C V ) = I d . Now a smart experimental protocol can be devised, where a measurement could lead to a selective collapse of the evolution to
As a result, only unitary U i is applied on the system, with the probability |c i | 2 (see examples below). Note that this is equivalent to devise a super-projector (i.e. projector at the level of super-operation) and it is independent of the choice of the state η, on which the operation V is applied. The same can also be performed for more general evolution, say Φ(η) = m E m ρE † m , where E m = i c mi U i , in a similar fashion.
Collapse of evolution in qubit dimension (d = 2) -For simplicity, we consider evolution that maps qubit state to another qubit state and unitaries are expressed in a superposition of Pauli matrices. Consider a unitary
where I is the identity matrix and {σ x , σ y , σ z } are the Pauli matrices. We use them as our reference bases. However one may consider any set of orthonormal set of unitaries. To perform a collapse of the evolution, we follow the protocol given in [39] . Say the unitary V S to be applied on an arbitrary system state |φ S and then steps to collapse the evolution are outlined as follows.
(1) The system is attached with two ancillary qubit systems A and B in states |+ A and |+ B , where |+ A/B = 1 √ 2 (|0 A/B + |1 A/B ) and {|0 , |1 } are the eigenstates of σ z . Therefore the joint state becomes |+ A ⊗ |+ B ⊗ |φ S in the Hilbert space (3) Now we apply unitary V S on the system and then U A U B , such that
The final state can also be written as
(4) Finally collapsing the evolution is equivalent to performing projective measurements on the ancillary systems AB with the orthogonal projectors {| + + + + | AB , | + − + − | AB , | − − − − | AB , | − + − + | AB } leading to reduced unitary evolutions {I, σ x , σ y , σ z } applied with the probabilities {|c 0 | 2 , |c 1 | 2 , |c 2 | 2 , |c 3 | 2 }.
Collapse of evolution in higher dimension (d > 2) -Extension of collapse of an evolution beyond d = 2 can be done as in the following. Consider a unitary
that is acting on an arbitrary state |φ S system in ddimensional Hilbert space. Here we use the reference bases {S mn }, as expressed in Eq. (B3). To perform measurement leading to collapse, we attach two ancillary systems (A and B), each with d-dimensional Hilbert spaces and complete orthonormal state vectors |k A and |k B , such that the joint state
k=0 |k A/B . We introduce interactions between A − S and B − S with the operators
and
We apply U X B U Z A before the unitary V S on the system, and then U Z † A U X † B , such that the resultant operation becomes
The action of this operation on the joint state can be written, with some manipulations, as
where the ancilla states are mutually orthonormal to each other, i.e. ψ m |ψ n A/B = δ mn . Therefore a projective measurement on the ancillary systems with |ψ m ψ m | A ⊗ |ψ n ψ n | B will collapse the sum to a single term with the corresponding probability |c mn | 2 with the unitary S mn applied on the system.
Appendix E: Maximally superposed evolution
We have noted that an arbitrary superposition between the reference bases (or operation elements) does not give raise to a valid operation. There have to some restrictions on the coefficients or on the bases. With these constraints, we go on to show the operations with the maximum resource. The maximally superposed operations turn out to be unitary operations, irrespective to the choices of the reference bases. For a choice of a set of d 2 reference bases {F i }, the maximally superposed operations can be expressed as
where the complex coefficients | f i | = 1. Without loss of generality, we can choose a new set of reference bases, where F i = f i F i , and then the corresponding maximally superposed operation becomes
In Appendices F and G, we consider Eq. (E2) to study how these operations with the maximal resource can be exploited to implement arbitrary operations and super-operations.
In a d-dimensional Hilbert space and for the non-unitary reference bases {R kl } = { √ d |k l|} (as shown in Eq. (B1)), a maximally superposed operation is
where the complex coefficients r kl = e − 2πi d kl . Note that the U nu max is a unitary that corresponds to quantum (discrete) Fourier transformation operation. For simplicity, we can slightly modify the reference bases to {R kl = r kl R kl } and in that case the maximally superposed operation becomes
k,l=0 R kl . For qubit Hilbert space (d = 2), it reduces to the Hadamard gate,
For unitary reference bases {S mn } (see Eq. (B3)) acting in a d-dimensional Hilbert space, a maximally superposed operation is
where complex coefficients |s mn | = 1. The complex coefficients can be derived from the U nu max in Eq. (E3) and the unitary operation B in Eq. (B7), as it inter-relates the reference bases, B : {R i j } −→ {S mn }. Again for simplicity, we may slightly modify the reference bases to {S mn = s mn S mn } and then the maximally superposed operation becomes U u max = 1 d d−1 k,l=0 S mn . In case of qubit Hilbert space (d = 2) and the reference bases I∪{iσ x , iσ y , iσ z }, a maximally superposed operation is given by
Appendix F: Implementation of arbitrary operation using maximally-superposed operations
Here we show how an arbitrary quantum operation can be implemented by means of maximally-superposed operation, which is used as a resource, and superposition-free superoperations. The operations with maximum superposition is given in Eq. (11) . However, for the ease of derivations below, we slightly modify the set of d 2 reference bases as {F i = f i F i }, for a d-dimensional Hilbert space. Then, as mentioned in Eq. (E2), the maximally superposed operation becomes
In the Choi state representation these maximal resource operations become
where |φ i = (I ⊗ F i ) 1 √ d k |kk . We denote the Choi matrix corresponds to the maximally superposed operation as C max = |ψ max ψ max |.
Let us first consider the implementation of an arbitrary uni-
At the level of Choi matrix, the implementation of the unitary reduces down to the generation of the Choi matrix
where S F n elements of superposition-free super-operation. Such a super-operation can indeed be constructed following [11] , where the super-operation elements are given by
with m y = y − y−1 d 2 d 2 .
Note that these superoperation elements are "strictly" superposition-free and satisfy n S F † n S F n = I. Now we turn to the implementation of an arbitrary quantum operation, by means of superposition-free super-operation and a maximally superposed operations. Consider an operation Φ(ρ) = m E m ρE † m . The corresponding Choi matrix is C φ = x p x |ψ x ψ x |. Each |ψ x can be expressed as |ψ x = d 2 −1 i=0 c xi |φ i . Now, similar to Eqs. (F3) and (F4), we can devise a super-operation, such that
Now, the desired Choi matrix corresponds to Φ is achieved, as
Note that the operation elements S F xn s are superposition-free and also satisfy x,n S F † xn S F xn = I.
Appendix G: Implementation of super-operations using maximally-superposed operations
Here we outline how an arbitrary quantum super-operation can be implemented using maximally superposed operation, when consumed as a resource, and superposition-free operations. Consider an operation Φ and the maximally superposed operation U max , then what we desire to show is that
In the first step, we bring the operations Φ and U max together which are to operate on two different Hilbert spaces. In the second step, we apply a global superposition-free operatioñ Ω F and then trace out the second Hilbert space, which result in an arbitrary super-operation operating on Φ. At the level of Choi matrix, the above implementation becomes
where C Φ and |ψ max ψ max | are the Choi matrices correspond to the operations Φ and U max (shown in Eqs. (F1) and (F2)).
We shall adhere to Choi matrix based representation in the following derivations. Indeed, Ω(C Φ ) has to satisfy the condition given in Eq. (A8). Let us first consider implementation of unitary super-
Following [17, 47] , we can immediately find superposition-free superoperation elements, for α = 0, 1, . . . , d 2 − 1,
that are acting on the joint-space and satisfy d 2 −1 α=0 S F † α S F α = I. Application of these operation elements results in the implementation of the unitary super-operation, as in Eq. (G2), i.e.,
A more general quantum super-operation can be implemented by means of superposition-free super-operation and access to maximally superposed evolution, too. At the level of Choi matrix, consider a super-operation Ω that is operating in a d-dimensional Hilbert space on a Choi matrix C S Φ , i.e., Ω(C S Φ ) = m E m C S Φ E † m , with the super-operation elements {E m }. This super-operation can be implemented following the protocol given in [47] . First, we attach an operation with equal resource of C max , i.e.
where ρ AB d = |ψ d ψ d |, with the maximally entangled state
The ρ AB d can be deterministically created from C max in H A and |φ 0 φ 0 | in H B , and then a (superposition-free) CNOT operation over H AB . Now, there is a set of superposition-free super-operations
where |ψ ( jk)
Note jkm L † jkm L jkm = I, and the definitions of Z and X are given in Eqs. B4 and B5 respectively.
Appendix H: Local vs non-local superpositions
Superposition is a basis dependent quality. For a set of reference bases, a quantum evolution with non-vanishing superposition can be made superposition-free or of different amount of superposition, by carefully choosing another set reference bases. This set of bases does not necessarily have to be orthonormal unitary ones. They could be a set of non-unitary orthonormal bases. In all these cases, the formalism presented above to quantify superposition can be extended.
So far, we have considered quantum systems or operations as a whole. Here we turn to study superposition in the situation where the quantum operation is acted on bipartite quantum systems. Such an operation, in general, can be expressed as 
To quantify superposition, one could consider both local
. For any operation, there could be many choices of local bases that give rise to same operations and they are all unitarily connected.
The superpositions in the global bases are equivalent to the one discussed before, and, in general, cannot encode any quality that is appearing essentially due to the presence of substructures of the Hilbert space. On the contrary, by using local bases, one could, in principle, differentiate between superpositions that have local and non-local contributions. Here we crudely classify operations into two classes; one with vanishing non-local superposition and other with non-vanishing non-local superposition.
Global operations with vanishing non-local superposition are the ones that can be made superposition-free by locally rotating the local operation bases. On the contrary, a global operation with non-vanishing non-local superposition are the ones that have a non-zero superposition for all possible choices of orthonormal local operations bases.
In the following, we go on to prescribe how to classify global operations in this regard. Furthermore, we quantify non-local superposition present in an operation Φ AB by the amount of "quantum" correlation it generates in the state
across the partition AA and BB . Here we denote the maximally entangled states as |ψ AA = 1
Depending on Φ AB , the state γ Φ AA BB can be uncorrelated or correlated across the partitions AA and BB . Moreover, the correlation present in the state could be classical, (separable) quantum correlations or entanglement and that can then be quantified by means of traditionally used measures introduced for quantum states. We shall not elaborate on these measures, as it is not absolutely necessary for our considerations here. However, an interested reader may consult with [9, 53] , for example.
Operations with vanishing non-local superposition -Joint quantum operations that have vanishing non-local superposition are (L1) uncorrelated operations
and (L2) classical-like operations
It can be easily seen that the states γ Φ AA BB , in Eq. (H3), correspond to these operations are either uncorrelated or classically correlated state across the partition AA and BB , which means they could be made diagonal in orthonormal product bases.
Operations with non-local superposition -Quantum operations that possess non-zero non-local superposition (Φ AB {Φ AB u , Φ AB c }) belong to the following classes.
where Tr F A i F A † j = δ i j d A , ∀i, j and ∃i j such that
where Tr F B i F B † j = δ i j d B , ∀i, j and ∃i j such that
where ∃i j and ∃k l for which Tr A i A † j 0 and Tr B k B † l 0 respectively. (G4) Entanglement like quantum operations that do not belong to any of the above classes, i.e.,
The non-local superposition can be quantified in terms of the quantum correlation in the state γ Φ AA BB across the partitions AA and BB . Note that the operations belong to (G1), (G2) and (G3) will produce separable states with (discord like) classical-quantum, quantum-classical and quantum-quantum correlations respectively. In contrast, the operation in (G4) will produce a non-vanishing entanglement across the partitions AA and BB . one, are called semi-causal [54] and they are semi-localizable [55] too. Therefore the operations that violate semi-causality cannot be semi-localizable. We denote the latter operations as the a-causal operations. Instead of answering the question of how to implement a-casual operations, we consider here if the superposition between evolutions is necessary to exhibit a-causality.
Consider two parties A and B and a joint operation Φ AB . The operation is semi-causal, in the sense that A can signal B, iff there exist two different states on A, |φ A and |φ A , such that
for an arbitrary state |φ B [54] . This, in turn, implies that by changing a state on A, the outcome on B can be modified and therefore A can signal B. Consider an operation Φ A→B , acting on two-qubit system, with the operation elements
where the unitaries are orthonormal, Tr (U B † 0 U B 1 ) = 0. The operation is superposition-free. Now with the initial choices of A states, the effective operation on B can be controlled. Consider
respectively. Hence, non-local superposition is not necessary for the quantum operation to have semicausal behavior, where A signals B.
An operation is a-causal if A could signal B and also B could signal A. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an operation to be a-causal are given in [54] [55] [56] . For any pure (unitary) evolution these conditions can be further simplified. It has already been noted that a unitary exhibits a-causal behavior if and only if the unitary is not a product of local unitaries, i.e. U AB U A ⊗U B [54, 56] . The joint unitary operation has to have non-vanishing non-local superposition. In other words, if the unitary assumes the form U AB = k c k F A k ⊗ F B k , where Tr (F A/B k F A/B l ) = δ kl d A/B and |{k}| > 1, then it manifests an a-causal behavior. The reverse statement is also true, so long unitary operations are concerned.
However, the situation is very different if one goes beyond unitary operations. We can even show that non-local superposition is not necessary for the operations to have a-causal behavior. Even a classical like operation could give rise to a-causality. To see this, we can simply construct an a-causal operation Λ A↔B , acting on two-qubit system, where the operation elements are
It is easy to see that with this operation both A and B are able to signal each other. However, it does not have non-local superposition, as all local bases are mutually orthogonal to each other. Thus this operation exhibit an a-causal behavior and that is, even, without possessing non-local superposition. This operation indicates the fact that, to exhibit a-causal behavior, non-local superposition is not necessary.
Unlike a-causality, the study of indefinite causal order relies on joint probability distributions, that arise due to an evolution of a system and a followed by measurement processes. The underlying principle could be based on any theory except for the fact that it has to respect definite local causal orders. In general, process matrices [26] are used to characterize indefinite causal order. Entire formalism relies on probabilities and, in particular, certain inequalities in terms of linear combinations of these probabilities. That is why it is in general not straightforward to connect with superposition in the evolutions and the measurement processes. Furthermore, it is difficult to characterize quantum operations that exhibit indefinite causal order [57] . So far, the experimental demonstrations of indefinite causal order [29, 58] rely on quantum switches [34] and superposition of causal orders [33] . All these operations indicate that non-local superposition is necessary to exhibit indefinite causal order. However, an extensive study is required before it could be concluded unambiguously.
